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BENEATH THE
SURFACE
17-year old San Diego naturalist Alex Bairstow, who plans to attend Humboldt University to study marine biology next fall,
shares some of the surprising discoveries
he’s made below the surface.
Spread: Black Sea Hares are relatives of nudibranchs,
and one of the largest gastropods in the world. They
weigh up to 30 pounds and reach lengths over three
feet long. This one was found wedged between some
rocks along a jetty. Location: Camp Pendleton, CA
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Caecum californicum
An extremely small gastropod lacking a common name,
barely ever reaching 3mm in length, with a tubular
shaped shell instead of a traditional coil shape. They
are common on the undersides of rocks in the intertidal zone, which is where this one was found. Location:
Carlsbad, CA

California Spiny Lobster (Panulirus interruptus)
A common crustacean off the coast of Southern California, that can often be found in great numbers in
crevices among tidepools and among kelp forests. They
lack claws, and are only distantly related to the famous
lobsters of the Atlantic. Location: Mission Bay, CA
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Two-spot Octopus (Panulirus interruptus)
One of the most common intertidal cephalopods in
Southern California, they are easily identified by the
ocellated spot below each eye. Location: Mission Bay,
CA

Christmas Tree Worm (Spirobranchus spinosus)
A beautiful tube-building polychaete worm, though
found mainly subtidally in California. The projecting
spiral parts are used both to capture food and for respiration. Location: Ensenada, Baja California, MX.
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Hemphill’s Fileclam (Limaria hemphilli)
A small, thin-shelled bivalve with numerous projecting
tentacles. They can swim rapidly for short distances via
jet propulsion. Location: Mission Bay, CA.

Giant Kelpfish (Heterostichus rostratus)
The largest of the four kelpfish species found in California. Usually found in kelp forests offshore, but can
often be found around eelgrass beds in bays. Location:
Mission Bay, CA
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Shovelnose Guitarfish (Rhinobatos productus)
Looks sort of like a cross between a shark and a ray,
although they much more closely related to the latter.
They can grow up to five feet long and are fairly common over sandy beaches in Southern California. Location: La Jolla Shores, CA

Three-winged Murex (Pteropurpura trialata)
A fancy-looking gastropod of rocky shores in California. They are voracious predators, and use their radula
to drill into the shell of other molluscs. Location: Camp
Pendleton, CA
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Spanish Shawl (Flabellina iodinea)
A fantastically colored nudibranch that can often be found in tidepools in Southern California.
Although usually slow moving, they can evade
predators by rapidly flexing their body back and
forth to swim to safety. Location: La Jolla, CA. •
You can follow Alex Bairstow on iNaturalist at
alex_bairstow or Instagram @alex_bairstow to
see more of his sightings.
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In 2016, the Leach’s Storm-petrel was split by

THE MAN

BEHIND
THE

STORMPETREL

the American Ornithologist’s Union into three species: Leach’s Storm-petrel (Oceanodroma leucorhoa),
Townsend’s Storm-petrel (Oceanodroma socorroensis),
and Ainley’s Storm-petrel (Oceanodroma cheimomnestes). Some birders may be surprised to learn that Ainley’s Storm-petrel was first described as a subspecies of
Leach’s Storm-petrel not in the ancient begone times of
ornithology yore, but in 1980. David Ainley is an avid
researcher who continues to be a pioneer in marine ornithology.

Q: What are some of the projects and studies
you’ve done?
David: First, I came in at the tail end of a long-term population study of Adelie Penguins and South Polar Skuas at Cape
Crozier, and was able to follow up on those studies 15 years
later, when we found that the skuas were still “young” (we
found that they live into their 50’s!); second, I was co-chair
and chief scientist on the first and so far only multidisciplinary
investigation of the margin of the sea ice zone that rings Antarctica (called AMERIEZ, Antarctic Marine Research of the
Ice Edge Zone) — it was fun investigating seabirds while other
scientists were quantifying the preyscape and physical properties of the area;
Image credits: Top left and bottom right - The Crossley ID guide Eastern Edition by Richard Crossley; Top right - James St. John (Ohio State University at
Newark); Bottom left - U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Public Domain.
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third, I started the biological field station on the Farallon
Islands, California and an ongoing long-term study of the
breeding seabirds there; fourth, I was co-PI in a multidisciplinary investigation of California Current biological dynamics, called NE Pacific GLOBEC (Global Ocean Ecosystem Dynamics) — another fun project studying seabird biology while
other scientists quantified the preyscape and physics; fifth, I
led a study of equatorial Pacific seabirds, taking part in an investigation called EPOCS (Equatorial Pacific Climate Studies),
which involved many cruises along the Equator. Finally, I’m
currently leading a long-term study of Adelie Penguins, again
on Ross Island, trying to understand the demography behind
their changing populations.

Q: The ocean seems like a formidable site of
study. What techniques do you use to conduct
your studies?
David: The ocean is way cool, and it’s interesting and a challenge to try to figure out what seabirds know about it, which
is a lot more than us! I’ve really liked the cruises on oceanographic research vessels on which other investigators, in
my mind, are studying seabird food, though they don’t really
know it!
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Q: Given the difficulty of studying pelagic
species, are there any areas in marine ornithology that lack research? How many “unknowns,” are out there?
David: Unfortunately, there are fewer and fewer at-sea studies
being conducted, in part because running ships has become
more and more expensive. Those studies view seabirds in their
context as members of biotic communities — facilitators,
competitors, predators etc. Recently, biologists have become
enamoured with attaching biologgers to seabirds, which do
provide information of where they go, but provide nothing of
the context in which the seabirds are participating.

Q: In lieu of the recent split of Leach’s
Storm-petrel into Leach’s, Townsend’s, and
Ainley’s (!) Storm-petrels, are you expecting
many more future taxonomic shifts within pelagic birds?
David: Maybe, though I think the geneticists have pretty well
raked over what’s out there. So, maybe not too much more
splitting will be happening??
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Q: What have you found to be the biggest conservation threat to marine birds and ecosystems?
David: Industrial fishing has altered the oceans, reduced fish
populations, and altered the seabird preyscape far beyond
what climate change has done thus far. There has been a move
toward what is called ‘ecosystem based fishery management,’
but it may be too little, too late. The ocean has been vastly
changed from what it was even 50 years ago, the so-called
‘sliding baseline,’ i.e. most people measure change from their
own experience rather than investigating the historical record.

Q: Do you have any tips for aspiring marine
ornithologists?
David: If you’re really interested, you’ll find a way! •

About David Ainley
Growing up in the wilds of New England, with plenty of time
spent in the mountains of New Mexico, Colorado and California, David Ainley received his BS degree from Dickinson College, when he also published his first paper based on senior
research. His attention to the ocean was tweaked by summers
at Kent Island, Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta, and Chesapeake
Bay, which led to a PhD at Johns Hopkins University investigating penguins in Antarctica. He since has made ~35 trips to
Antarctica and the Southern Ocean, about a third on oceanographic research vessels. In the meantime, he founded and for
20 years led the marine research program at Point Reyes Bird
Observatory. Contact David at dainley@penguinscience.com.

Pacific White-sided Dolphins (Elisa Yang, 2018)
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RESEARCHING

SOLITAIRES

Cayenne Sweeney and Johanna Beam are not only both winners
of the 2017 Young Birder of the Year Contest, but research partners in a Townsend Solitaire study exploring little-known aspects
of their vocal behavior. In this article, they describe what their
study is about.

By finding these territories and conducting playback experiments,
we were able to observe how the solitaires respond to songs from different geographical locations. In addition, we described what might be
another type of song called the phrase song, where the Townsend’s Solitaire sings in short, repeatable phrases. The study focused on the use and
structure of these songs.
The habitat of the field sites were all montane shrubland and contained Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa), Rocky Mountain Juniper (Juniperus scopulorum), Bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) and Wax Currant (Ribes cereum), in the lush and wild foothills of Boulder and Lyons.

The Townsend’s Solitaire (Myadestes townsendi) is a thrush that
inhabits the mountainous west and is a yearly vagrant to the eastern
United States. Townsend’s Solitaires are known for their long, complicated songs and quick clear call notes. However, these songs and calls are
rarely studied and perfect for a winter research project. Townsend’s Solitaires hold winter territories for foraging that they defend by singing and
calling. Sometimes these territories have feeding groups, where multiple
solitaires all forage together, but this winter all we found were solitary
solitaires.

Right: Antelope Trail in Lyons, CO, was one of our
study sites.
THE WRONG-EARED OWL • 22
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A Townsend’s Solitaire at the Antelope Trail study site. © Cayenne
Sweeney, 2018

Johanna first checked out the field sites to see if the eBird data
was accurate by completing surveys of the area. The tedious process of
checking each field site lasted about a week and turned out to be the
easiest work of the entire study. After we finalized our list of field sites,
we settled into the real work. We recorded every solitaire we found and
also noted their behavior.
In addition, we conducted playback experiments to track behavioral
responses to songs. For the playback experiments, we played fifteen seconds of a solitaire song and then waited three minutes before playing it
again.
After long days in the field, we would return to the Beam house
nestled in the ponderosa pine forest in the mountains and spend the
evenings reviewing the day’s collected data and eating way too much
chocolate.
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For the song structure analysis, we took songs recorded by others
from the Macaulay Library and separated the recordings into phrases.
We then categorized them into similar phrase groups based on note sequences. We spliced every note from each of the phrases and labeled
them. By categorizing each note by its type (upsweep, downsweep, overslur, etc) we were able to easily access them and recreate the phrases by
using the note sequences.
In order to determine if Townsend’s Solitaires repeat sections of
their songs over a period of vocalizing, we decided to use recordings of
songs from the Macaulay Library and Xeno-Canto, which gave us access
to songs from different geographical areas of the species’ range. We collected every phrase in each recording in order to analyze them further.
Due to time constraints, we were only able to analyze six recordings.
However, three of the six recordings proved to be rich with note diversity and structure. We discovered that while the songs of Townsend’s
Solitaires are highly variable, however the phrase song of the solitaire is
repetitive and significantly less variable. •
If you would like to read the complete study and its discoveries,
you can contact Johanna Beam at beam2@stolaf.edu.

A small section of a solitaire’s phrase song.
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NOSE K
E
H
NOWS
T
AN INTERVIEW WITH GABRIELLE NEVITT

Ever since John James Audubon incorrectly con-

cluded that Turkey Vultures find food by sight in 1862, it has
been believed that birds have a poor or nonexistent sense
of smell. Only recently have attitudes towards bird smell
changed — in no small thanks to olfactory biologist Gabrielle
Nevitt, whose studies on seabird smell were revolutionary in
changing attitudes towards avian olfaction. In this interview,
Gabrielle talks about her research and some of the diffculties she’s encountered.

Q: Would most birders be surprised to learn about olfaction in
birds?
Gabrielle: Probably, yes. Many ornithology textbooks teach students
that birds lack a sense of smell. This
idea was championed by Audubon,
who was an excellent artist, but a
lousy experimentalist.
Q: How strong is the sense of smell
in birds compared to humans or
other animals?
Gabrielle: We do not have enough
information to answer this question
for most species. In our lab, we have
shown that Leach’s Storm-petrels
can detect some compounds at lower concentrations than canines can.
Q: Before your research, it was
widely accepted that birds had little to no olfaction. What prompted
you to question this?
Gabrielle: First, I am not an ornithologist by training. I was trained
as an olfactory biologist and I did
my PhD research studying how
salmon can learn and remember
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odors. I didn’t take ornithology
classes and I did not learn that
birds had no sense of smell. I was,
however, raised around birds. My
parents loved animals, and my
mother had a parrot in her family
for over 50 years. So, we had many
avian brothers and sisters. One of
the birds who lived with us was an
Amazon named Henry who was
fond of butter. He particularly
liked to eat toast with butter on it
(which is not good for parrots!!).
When my Mom switched the
household to margarine, he would
get ornery and want the toast with
butter on it. It was clear to me he
could smell the difference because
he would make a huge stink about
it even if he was in another room,
and we just took it for granted that
he could smell butter. We also had
a lot of chickens, some of whom
were allowed in the house at times.
They seemed very aware if something was cooking in the oven
even if they were in a different part
of the house, and my pet rooster would make the ‘come and get
it call’ for the hens. So as a child,
I just assumed that birds could
smell. Later, when I got the oppor27 • WINTER 2018

tunity to study olfactory foraging
in birds, I wasn’t aware that the
work was groundbreaking because
I didn’t have a lot of intellectual
biases about it. I was naive.
Q: What difficulties did you encounter in your studies?
Gabrielle: I encountered many,
many, many difficulties because a
lot of people wouldn’t take me or
the work seriously. I was frequently
told I was nuts in so many words.
I got called a lot of names on the
ships like ‘stinky’. In fact, we had to
do lifeboat drills and my name on
the roster was ‘stinky Nevitt’. It was
very challenging being a woman
on ships that were mainly populated by men. I think it is often the
case in science that if you think
outside the box, you get ridiculed,
and it is impossible to get funding
so you have to pay for a lot of the
research yourself, but if it is your
calling, you do it and it is extremely satisfying to discover something
that is either new or perhaps long
ago forgotten by modern people.
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Bird Smell Makes
Scents
How do pelagic birds such
as this Black-vented Shearwater detect scent? The
secret lies in a compound
secreted by plankton: dimethyl sulfide (DMS). Birds
follow the scent of DMS
to find schools of krill. On
the featureless expanse of
the open ocean, DMS helps
seabirds navigate to food
sources.
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Q: Did you ever have a breakthrough or “aha,” moment during
your research?
Gabrielle:Yes, absolutely. This is
such a great question. I was on
a ship called the Surveyor in the
early 1990s and we had had a very,
very difficult expedition. We were
down doing survey work around
the Elephant Island grid near the
Antarctic Peninsula and we had
encountered some terrible weather.
I won’t go into all the details, but
let’s just say that there had already
been a lot of difficulties with this
trip. On a research ship there are
always lots of activities going on,
and on this particular trip we were
collecting data on the association
of seabirds with prey species, such
as Antarctic krill and oceanography. I was also doing experiments
testing birds to odors related to
their prey. Well, to make a long
story short, a really bad storm
picked up. I was up in one of the
labs entering data into a computer
when the bungee cord holding my
chair in place snapped and I was
hurled across the room into something, and I ended up in the infirTHE WRONG-EARED OWL • 30

mary with a kidney injury. I could
not move and it was extremely
painful. We were already on the
last leg of the trip but still had several days to go. When we finally got into port in Punta Arenas,
Chile, I had to stay on the ship
longer than usual so I overlapped
with the new Chief Scientist who
was taking over the ship for the
next research expedition. He was
an atmospheric chemist named
Tim Bates, who studied trace molecules over the ocean. They were
calibrating equipment to measure
these trace compounds and I could
smell them. He then showed me
some data he had collected across a
frontal zone where we knew there
were tons of birds. It looked like
a mountain of scent! And then I
just knew I had to test the birds to
this scent. Up until this time, I had
been running experiments testing
birds to the scent of their prey, like
fishy scents, or krill scents. The
scent was not from the food the
birds ate, but rather from the plant
material (phytoplankton) that the
bird’s prey ate. My studies of how
seabirds are attracted to this compound, dimethyl sulfide, became a

major focus of my career and this
was the breakthrough moment.
Had I not been injured, I would
have never met Dr. Bates and made
that connection. He was also a terrifically nice person and very kind
to me when I was in so much physical pain.

to be stimulating and, frankly, they
make the best teachers. •

Q: Do you have any tips for aspiring ornithologists?
Gabrielle: Well, this is a funny
question because I am not an ornithologist. I think it is more and
more important for kids to put
their phones away and get outside,
and get in the habit of observing
and asking questions about the natural world. I teach animal behavior
at the college level, and I am finding I need to focus more and more
on encouraging the students to be
curious and not worry so much
about whether they are ‘good’ at it.
I also would suggest trying to have
contact with birds that are habituated to humans. I live with a lot of
birds, including emus, geese, chickens, peacocks and I’ve spent a lot
of time in seabird colonies living
among birds. I find the interaction

Black
Storm-petrel
by Elisa Yang
Further Reading
Birds Can Smell, and One Scientist is Leading the Charge to
Prove It - Audubon Magazine
Contact
Email questions or comments
to Gabrielle at ganevitt@ucdavis.edu.
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Sterna Identification

by Timothy Swain

Terns are a tough bunch. Fast, slim, and buoyant, they’re hard to
get a good view of. Plus, many of them have more or less the same color
scheme. The giant Caspian Tern, the tiny Least Tern, and the Gull-billed
Tern are simple to identify. However, one genus, Sterna, which includes
Forster’s, Common, Arctic, and Roseate terns, tortures birders with variable plumages and similar color palettes. But they’re far from impossible. Here are the most important things to consider when identifying
these four confusing species.

Forster’s Tern by Elisa Yang
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*For more details on distribution, refer to field guide or eBird range maps.
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Habitat Before even delving into the morphological and behavioral
field marks of a bird, habitat is extremely important to consider. If you
know what to expect at a certain location based on its available habitats, then you essentially have created a backbone for all of your identifications. Luckily, there are a few helpful rules of thumb in this identification complex.
Forster’s Terns are distinguishable for being the only member in
the genus to prefer habitats away from the immediate coast, usually
marshy ponds and lakes, outside of breeding season. In addition to their
breeding colonies on beaches and islands on the East Coast, Common Terns also breed extensively inland; they overlap quite a bit with
Forster’s Tern in terms of breeding habitat (Commons generally breed
farther north and on deeper lakes), but they are not nearly as common
inland on migration as Forster’s. Forster’s Terns are also the only of the
four that winter regularly in the ABA Area, with Arctics and Roseates
being extremely rare in winter and Common Terns only regularly wintering at a few locations on the coast of Florida, while Forster’s winter as
far north as Delaware in the east and northern California in the west.
The other three species are very similar in habitat preference on
migration, all of them tending towards oceanic habitats, especially the
in the pelagic zone (Common and Arctic terns are only regularly seen
on the Pacific coast on pelagics) and on beaches. Arctic Terns breed
coastally for the most part, usually on rocky islands and sandy beaches, but also utilize tundra near lakes in Alaska and far northern Canada.
Roseate Terns are the only Sterna that has essentially never been recorded inland; your best bet to find them is at or near known breeding
colonies on islands and beaches in Nova Scotia, Maine, Massachusetts,
New York, and Florida. They are rarely seen far from said breeding colonies even on migration because of their pelagic tendencies and relative
scarcity.
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Above: Arctic Tern flying in to
feed chick a dragonfly in Potter
Marsh, Alaska (Elisa Yang 2016)
Below: Roseate Terns (Timothy
Swain)
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Top left: Arctic Tern in breeding plumage, Potter Marsh, Alaska showing
rounded proportions and short bill (Elisa Yang, 2016)
Top right: Forster’s Tern in breeding pluamge, Bolsa Chica Ecological
Reserve (Elisa Yang, 2013)
Below: Common Tern in breeding plumage showing reddish bill with
black tip (Timothy Swain)
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Field Marks While habitat is certainly very useful, it’s time to get
into the nitty-gritty: the observable field marks of a bird other than its
environs.
Before delving into sight field marks, make sure you aren’t ignoring the bird’s calls. Is the bird giving short, sharply two-syllabled
“chivik” calls, almost like a hoarse Least Tern? If so, you have a Roseate Tern on your hands. If not, you are either hearing some variation
of a “keeur” call that the other three species give, or you are hearing
the single note “kip” calls or harsh churring calls. If the latter, these
two types calls are common across all Sterna terns and are very variable, so are not good field marks. “Keeur” calls are variable to some
extent as well, but you can make an often helpful guess based on the
contrast in pitch between the two indistinct syllables, Arctics having
a sharp drop in pitch, Forster’s having negligible drop in pitch, and
Commons being somewhere in the middle.
Proportions are next. A cute, round head with a small, thick
based bill denotes an Arctic Tern immediately. The remaining three
have very similar head and bill shapes, although Roseates have sharper, longer bills and a more prominent forehead than the other two.
In flight, their differences in center of gravity are quite obvious; on
a spectrum of barrel-chested and slim-waisted to tubular, the terns
stack up like this: Arctic, Roseate, Common, Forster’s. Wing shape and
length, and consequently flight style, can be extrapolated by a flying
bird’s impression quite easily as well. Roseates have relatively short,
slim wings, contributing to an almost desperate, undulating flight style
to compensate for its long body. Arctic Terns also have a slightly
undulating flight, but that is caused by their muscular torso pushing
down skinny wings at a slower rate. The other two species have wider
wings and they do not undulate typically, giving a more methodical or
comparatively lethargic essence to their flight style.
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And finally, color pattern. Bill coloration is a great place to start,
because although all four species have black bills in nonbreeding plumage, the coloration of adult breeding individuals is striking and easy to
see. Roseate Terns are unique in that for most of the breeding season
they retain their fully black bill, except for a few weeks in mid-summer
in which they gain a bit of deep red at the base, or occasionally to midlength, of the bill. Arctic Terns are the opposite, in that their bills are
fully scarlet, save for a few individuals with very limited black at the tip.
Forster’s and Common both have orangey red bills with a fairly extensive black tip, but the orange hue is more prominent in Forster’s.
The pattern of the primaries, especially on the underside of the
wing, is also an important field mark. Roseate Terns have very light uppersides and undersides to primaries throughout the year, usually with
the two or three outer primaries being a medium gray on the upperside,
and a bit of dark on the leading and trailing edge, but only at the very
tip, on the underside.
Arctics also have quite light primaries, but have a very thin and
neat trailing edge to the outer primaries, both on the silvery-gray upperside and on the white underside. Common Terns have a similar pattern,
but with a messy, thicker black trailing edge on the underside of the
outer primaries. Also, on worn primaries, most often shown in winter,
Commons have a dark wedge on the top of their wing on the outer half,
something that Arctics never have.
Forster’s Terns in breeding season have nearly white uppersides
to their primaries and primary coverts, as well as a trailing edge on the
underside somewhere between the thickness of Common and Arctic
terns. Where Commons and Forster’s overlap during the breeding season, Forster’s are immediately distinguishable by their light gray primaries, as opposed to the medium gray that Commons’ primaries are. This
mark isn’t helpful in winter however, because Forster’s gain that same
dark wedge as Commons do, making their folded primaries appear the
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Above: Arctic Tern, Potter Marsh, Alaska. Note the thin trailing edge on
outer primaries (Elisa Yang, 2016).
Below: Forster’s Tern, Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve. The color of the
primaries is not clearly visible, but would be a distinctive light gray in this
breeding plumaged-bird (Elisa Yang, 2016).
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Above: Forster’s Tern in winter plumage at Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve, California. Note dark auricular patch. (Elisa Yang, 2015).
Below: Diagram showing two Forster’s terns (right) and one Common
tern (left) in winter pluamge at Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve. Notice
the dark carpal bar on the Common Tern and the dark auricular patches
on the Forster’s Terns (Elisa Yang, 2015).

same shade as a Common’s primaries would. That issue is easily solved
by looking at the head pattern. In non-breeding season, if a Sterna tern
has two isolated eye patches without a black bridge over the nape,
then it is a Forster’s Tern; the other three have eye patches connected
with a black nape. Obviously, all three have fully black caps in breeding
plumage, so do not immediately dismiss Forster’s as a possibility if you
do not see the white nape.
If that in depth description of their general field mark differences
wasn’t enough to identify a tricky individual, hopefully these miscellaneous yet distinctive field marks will help: if the bird has a dark carpal
bar, you have a Common or an Arctic on your hands, although Arctics
usually have a fainter carpal bar. If the bird has extremely short legs,
it is an Arctic. If the bird has a scalloped mantle and scapular pattern,
then you are looking at a juvenile Roseate Tern. Likewise, if the bird
you are looking at is definitely a juvenile, denoted by its patterned
mantle, and it has a dark forehead, it is a Roseate Tern. And finally,
if you see a juvenile tern with pure white secondaries (only visible in
flight), it is an Arctic Tern.
While Sterna terns are so similar and variable it sometimes makes
you want to scream, use these guidelines and you might find that they
aren’t as hard as they appear. And even if you do get stuck, when in
doubt, check a field guide or online examples. •
Timothy Swain is 15-year-old young birder from Massachusetts. He has
been birding since the age of 7, but has only a few years ago taken it to
a more serious level.
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Western and Least Sandpipers © Elisa Yang 2017

Dear Reader,
The struggles of a high school student
Yes, it’s March. Yes, this is the winter issue. But I hope you can excuse this one mishap of timing — as I write this, my suitcase
from the San Diego Bird Festival three days
ago sits by my bed, still unpacked. A mountain of homework waits to be unearthed in my
backpack. We all have it hard, but as a high
school senior in the “International Bacclaureate” program, sometimes the stress seems to
be overpowering. But c’est la vie — I’m just
happy that I have the oppurtunity to finally
share this issue of the Wrong-eared Owl with
you. I hope the third issue of what will likely
be a long saga of baby Owls to come was enjoyable. Maybe the next one will be written in
a college dorm.
-Elisa Yang, creator
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BLACK-VENTED
SHEARWATER

RED-NECKED
PHALAROPE

BROWN BOOBY

